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GALILEO  TO  KEPLER
1610

„The most distant planet has a three-fold shape !“

„Der entfernteste Planet hat eine dreifache Form“

ALTISSIMUM PLANETAM
TERGEMINUM OBSERVAVI

(discovery of Saturn‘s ring)



CHRISTIAAN HUYGENS

• mathematician and physicist of the 
netherlands

• (*1629, †1695)

• interpretation of Saturn‘s ring

• discovery of the large moon titan 
(1655)



GIOVANNI CASSINI

• french astronomer and 
mathematician

• (*1625,  †1712)

• discovery of 4 Saturn moons and 
the ring division





SATURN !
1 Saturn year :    29.5 y
Rotation :    10 h, 40 min
Distance to Sun :   1400 Mkm
Diameter at equator :  120.000 km
Mass :      95 x Earth
Volume :     760 x Earth
Density :     0.7 g/cm^3 (Earth 5.5)
Strong pole oblateness
Magnetic field :    4x10-5 T at pole (Earth : 5x10-5 T)
Dipole field axis = rotation axis !
ring plane :    27° tilted towards orbit plane



SATURN‘S INTERIOR

l-He
metl-H

l-Hydrogen
metal-silicate

core

Atmosphere : 94 % H, 6% He
T at upper cloud boundary : 150 K
T at cloud lower boundary : 80 K
T in center : 20.000 K, 5x10^12 P (Earth: 3800 K)
emission of heat (inner heat source)
heat flux 120% of solar irradiation



WINDS OF SATURN
(UP TO 500 M/S)



MOON MYSTERIES
• Pandora and Prometheus are shephard moons for ring

• Dione and Tethys have own moons

• Janus and Epimetheus exchange their orbit

• Iapetus has a dark and bright side

• Mimas has a huge impact crater (1/4 of surface)

• Enceladus is active (ice geysers), highest albedo

• Phoebe has a retrograde orbit, KB object caught by Saturn (?)



CASSINI/HUYGENS

High Gain Antenna

Magnetometer-boom

Plasma wave antenna

Camera platform

RTG (Power)
Main engine



CASSINI SPACECRAFT

COSMIC DUST ANALYSER

HUYGENS PROBE



CASSINI FACTS
Program partners : NASA, ESA, ASI
17 countries
international engineers and scientists: 5000
costs : 1.4 billion (pre-launch development)
$ 710 M mission operations
$ 54 M tracking
$ 422 M launch vehicle
$ 500 M ESA (Huygens)
$ 160 M ASI
$ 3.27 billion, U.S. $2.6, Europe $ 660 M



CASSINI BUS
dry mass 2.11 + 320 kg Huygens probe + 3.1 t propellent = 5.7 t
height : 6.8 m, 4m antenna, boom 11 m
22.000 wire connections, 12 km cabling
largest interplanetary S/C ever launched
3 RTGs, 750 W + small radio-isotope heaters everywhere
Main Engine : Mono-methyl-hydrazin, N-tetraoxid oxidator
16 small thrusters (Hydrazin)
Inertial Reference Unit - perform turns/firings while retain knowledge of 
own position
X Band, 20 W, Ka, S, Ku
ADA software, 2x2 Gbit Solid State Recorder, 
1MB memory for command subsystem, 16 kB PROM
redundant computers
4 Gyros, cover for main engine
Main engine : 445 Newton, gimbaled to maintain vector if CoM changes



CASSINI TRAJECTORY



CRUISE SCIENCE:
NOT ONLY SATURN ...

Cassini searches for gravity waves with radio science 
subsystem

Cassini confirms general relativity theory during 
conjunction (Cassini - Sun - Earth) in June 2002 , 

Nature 2003



EINSTEIN WAS RIGHT
frequency shift after corrections

correction for doppler shift
due to
solar radiation pressure
non-isotrope 
heat emission
of RTGs, ...



JUPITER SCIENCE
2000

jupiter by cassini



DUST FROM JUPITER
„Io Ashes“



„Io Ashes“ - Stream Particles

• Origin: Io Volcanoes 

• Size: 5 ... 40 nm

• Dynamics Dominated 
by EM Forces 

• Fast Enough to Escape 
From Jovian System

• Allow to Monitor Io 
Activity

0

are all functions of the plasma parameters, material proper-
ties, size, velocity and the instantaneous charge of a dust
particle [Whipple, 1981]. For sufficiently high electron
temperatures, secondary electron production becomes
important so that an incoming electron can generate more
than one outgoing electron, and the net current can turn
positive [Horányi et al., 1997]. In general, grain charges are
more positive on the dusk side of the torus where the
electron temperature is higher.
[8] Numerical simulations [Horányi et al., 1997] show

that dust particles starting on the dawn side of Jupiter
remain captured by the Io torus for some time whereas
particles released at the dusk side have a higher chance to
escape. This leads to a strong variation of the expected dust
flux with Jovian local time even if the dust ejection rate of
Io remains constant.
[9] In this paper we analyze this six-year Galileo dust

data set for systematic variations with Jovian local time and
compare our observations to current models.

2. Galileo Dust Measurements at Jupiter

[10] Galileo is a dual-spinning spacecraft with an antenna
that points anti-parallel to the positive spin axis (PSA).
During most of Galileo’s orbital tour about Jupiter the
antenna pointed towards Earth. The Galileo Dust Detector
System (DDS), like its twin on-board Ulysses, is a multi-
coincidence impact ionization detector [Grün et al., 1992]
which measures submicron– and micron–sized dust par-
ticles. DDS is mounted on the spinning section of Galileo and
the sensor axis is offset by an angle of 60! from the PSA.DDS
has a 140! wide field of view. During one spin revolution of
the spacecraft, the detector scans the entire anti-Earth hemi-
sphere, whereas particles approaching from the Earth-ward
hemisphere remain undetectable. DDS and the procedure for

identification of Jupiter stream particles in the Galileo dust
data set have been frequently discussed in the literature and
are not repeated here [Grün et al., 1995, 1998; Krüger et al.,
2001]. Here wewill use class 3 (our highest quality class) and
de-noised class 2 dust data [Krüger et al., 1999].
[11] The Galileo trajectory is shown in a Jupiter-centered

coordinate system in Figure 1. Its orbit is aligned along the
planet’s equatorial plane to within a few degrees. Due to the
planet’s orbital motion about the Sun, the line of apsides
shifts by 360! within one Jovian year (11.9 Earth years).
Since 1995, when Galileo became a Jupiter-orbiting space-
craft, the line of apsides has shifted clockwise by more than
180!. This allowed for dust measurements at varying Jovian
local times.
[12] The Jovian dust streams were detected with DDS

during all 33 Galileo orbits about Jupiter. Due to the DDS
detection geometry, stream particles could be mostly
detected in the inner Jovian system, i.e., within !50 RJ

from the planet, with a varying detection geometry from
orbit to orbit. Only after mid-2000 was the detection
geometry significantly different so that dust streams could
be detected during almost the entire Galileo orbit [Krüger
et al., 2003].
[13] DDS was operated continuously during Galileo’s

orbital tour, and highly time resolved real-time science
(RTS) data were received from the instrument during most
of the time periods when the geometry allowed for detection
of the dust streams. Dust fluxes measured in the inner
Jovian system are shown in Figure 1. In these time periods
and spatial region the dust flux varied by more than four
orders of magnitude (!10"2-102 m"2 sec"1). In order to
calculate dust fluxes, the effective spin-averaged DDS
sensor area [Krüger et al., 1999] had to be taken into
account, which did not remain constant as Galileo moved
about Jupiter. The time-dependent sensor area was calcu-
lated by taking the trajectory of a 10 nm particle as a
‘standard’ trajectory: particles of this size best explain the
observed impact directions of the streams [Grün et al.,
1998]. When no flux is superimposed upon the Galileo
trajectory in Figure 1, the dust streams were either not in the

Figure 1. Galileo trajectory in the inner Jovian system
from 1996 to 2002 projected onto the planet’s equatorial
plane. The orbits of the Galilean moons are shown as circles.
Measured dust fluxes (corrected for instrument aging) are
color-coded superimposed upon the Galileo trajectory.

Figure 2. Dust fluxes measured with DDS along 33 Galileo
orbits about Jupiter vs. local time. Spacecraft distance r from
Jupiter is indicated with red solid lines. Fluxes were corrected
for DDS aging and multiplied by (r/6 RJ)

2. Flux values for
less than 20 cm2 sensor area were ignored.
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Speed of nano-dust : > 100 km/s

6 nm grains

Are the grains fast enough
for a detection? YES. A. Graps



5 nm grain (silicate)

Io‘s dust streams: 
Probes of the magnetosphere
Probes for Io‘s activity

Dust grain potential [V]

10 RJ 10 RJ



Io as a Dust Source: 
Nano-Dust Coupling to Magnetosphere

Side View Top View
A. Graps



M. Horanyi



• Streams of electrically charged dust grains emanating from the        
jovian system (Grϋn et al., 1993) 

• 26 day periodicity (Krϋger et al., 2006) 

• Interaction with interplanetary magnetic field
• Grain radii: ~ 10 nm, speeds > 300 km/sec (Zook et al., 1996)

• Jupiter's magnetosphere: giant dust accelerator
• Source: Io (Graps et al., 2000)

• Confirmed during 2nd Jupiter 
   flyby in 2004 (Krüger et al. 2006)

• Stream formation due to CIR 
   and CME interaction 
   (Flandes & Krüger, 2007)

Io as a Dust Source in the Jovian System

UlyssesH. Krüger



Dust Streams: A Monitor of Io's Volcanism
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Io, Galileo

Average Io dust emission: ~0.1 - 1 kg s- 1

Small compared to ~1 ton s- 1 of plasma ejected
Peaks in dust emission coincide with largest            
surface changes
Dust condensation in plumes



Electromagnetically Interacting Dust at Jupiter 

Periodogram of Galileo data

Particle source: IoGalileo

Dust impact rate correlated with 
Jupiter's 10h rotation period
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Composition Of Io‘s 
Volcanic MatterARTICLE IN PRESS YICAR:7897

JID:YICAR AID:7897 /FLA [m5+; v 1.56; Prn:21/03/2006; 11:08] P.6 (1-13)
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Fig. 3. Sum spectrum of 30 typical TOF spectra. Nine major peak features can be identified (see Table 1). The lower spectrum shows a stretched y-scale. The arrows
show the common extent of the feature (Table 1, column 5).

Fig. 4. Distribution of peak occurrences in the TOF-range of F6 and F7. Both
features cover a relatively broad range of possible atomic masses. In contrast to
F6, the peak maxima of F7 cluster at certain positions. As described in the text
this leads to an identification of sulphur and two chlorine isotopes represented
by F7. Though F6 might represent more than one mass line as well, it cannot
be resolved.

Four main species which are familiar from calibration exper-
iments can be found in almost every spectrum and on average
represent about 95% of the detected ions. Along with the target
ions Rh+ (F9) and H+ (F1), the spectra are dominated by the
C+ line (F3), which is believed to be due to target contamina-
tion (see Section 4.2), and the alkali species Na+ (F5).

As a consequence of the high energy densities after the im-
pact, the formation of molecular or cluster ions is unlikely.
Thus, we consider all the distinct features shown in Table 1
and Fig. 3 to be basically of atomic origin. Except F2, there
is little indication for multiple charged ions as well. This is a

little surprising considering the energy densities involved, but
in good agreement with previous results from impact ionisation
instruments at Comet Halley (Brownlee and Kissel, 1990) with
a relative impact speed of over 60 km s−1. It appears that only a
small fraction of the kinetic energy is used for ionisation while
most of the energy is used for excavation and vaporisation. Fur-
thermore most of the initially multiply charged ions obviously
recombine with electrons inside the impact plasma before they
are accelerated towards the multiplier.

Many more small features than shown in Table 1 can be
observed, but except for a few signatures they do not show
a statistical accumulation at a specific region and disappear
when a number of spectra are added to form a sum-spectrum.
However, some of them show up more or less regularly and
are worth mentioning. A tiny feature occasionally appears at
2.10 µs which is consistent with the hydronium ion (H3O+,
19 amu) indicating the presence of traces of water. Another
region where small, often irregularly formed features are some-
times present is on or preceding the leading flank of the
rhodium feature (F9). Between 3.45 and 3.8 µs they might
be associated with the doubly charged target species Rh2+

(51.5 amu) or other metal ions such as Cr+ (52, 53 amu), Mn+

(55 amu), Fe+ (56 amu), Ni+ (58, 60 amu). We note that,
in this work, we cannot determine whether these low signifi-
cance features are artefacts, contamination, or particle compo-
nents.

Fig. 5 shows how the occurrence of peaks of different
species depends on the total ion charge which is a good indi-
cator of the impact energy.
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this leads to an identification of sulphur and two chlorine isotopes represented
by F7. Though F6 might represent more than one mass line as well, it cannot
be resolved.

Four main species which are familiar from calibration exper-
iments can be found in almost every spectrum and on average
represent about 95% of the detected ions. Along with the target
ions Rh+ (F9) and H+ (F1), the spectra are dominated by the
C+ line (F3), which is believed to be due to target contamina-
tion (see Section 4.2), and the alkali species Na+ (F5).

As a consequence of the high energy densities after the im-
pact, the formation of molecular or cluster ions is unlikely.
Thus, we consider all the distinct features shown in Table 1
and Fig. 3 to be basically of atomic origin. Except F2, there
is little indication for multiple charged ions as well. This is a

little surprising considering the energy densities involved, but
in good agreement with previous results from impact ionisation
instruments at Comet Halley (Brownlee and Kissel, 1990) with
a relative impact speed of over 60 km s−1. It appears that only a
small fraction of the kinetic energy is used for ionisation while
most of the energy is used for excavation and vaporisation. Fur-
thermore most of the initially multiply charged ions obviously
recombine with electrons inside the impact plasma before they
are accelerated towards the multiplier.

Many more small features than shown in Table 1 can be
observed, but except for a few signatures they do not show
a statistical accumulation at a specific region and disappear
when a number of spectra are added to form a sum-spectrum.
However, some of them show up more or less regularly and
are worth mentioning. A tiny feature occasionally appears at
2.10 µs which is consistent with the hydronium ion (H3O+,
19 amu) indicating the presence of traces of water. Another
region where small, often irregularly formed features are some-
times present is on or preceding the leading flank of the
rhodium feature (F9). Between 3.45 and 3.8 µs they might
be associated with the doubly charged target species Rh2+

(51.5 amu) or other metal ions such as Cr+ (52, 53 amu), Mn+

(55 amu), Fe+ (56 amu), Ni+ (58, 60 amu). We note that,
in this work, we cannot determine whether these low signifi-
cance features are artefacts, contamination, or particle compo-
nents.

Fig. 5 shows how the occurrence of peaks of different
species depends on the total ion charge which is a good indi-
cator of the impact energy.

Time of Flight

Rh+
C+

Na+

O+

C2+

K+

Si+

S+/Cl+

Io Ashes Mostly 
NaCl Crystals
Postberg et al., Icarus, 2006
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Cosmic Dust Analyser (CDA) 

Dust detector on Cassini spacecraft:

Cosmic Dust Analyser (CDA) Cosmic Dust Analyser (CDA) 

• dust mass/velocity: impact 
ionisation detector

• chemical composition: time of flight 
mass spectrometer

• dust charge/velocity/impact angle: 
charge sensitive entrance grids

• high rate detector (HRD)

Cosmic Dust Analyser (CDA) Cosmic Dust Analyser (CDA) 
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CDA measurement range
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SIMULATION OF ESCAPING DUST STREAMS
FROM SATURN (M. HORANYI)



DUST STREAM MODELING S. Hsu



Enceladus

Mimas

Tethys

SATURN APPROACH



PHOEBE

Flyby : 2004, June 11
ice-rich moon coverd

with dark material
bright crater edges

190 m/pixel



PHOEBE CRATER
80 M/PIXEL



A COMET LIKE OBJECT

CO2 indicator
for KuiperBelt

origin

retrograde
orbit



ORBIT INSERTION



Saturn orbit insertion
2004-183



SATURN ORBIT INSERTION





ISS team

near IR , 
890nm
14. Dec. 2004
Distance: 
595,000 km
Pixel :  32 km

Saturn‘s Atmosphere



SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF
RING PARTICLES



DIRTY RINGS
inside









RINGS IN THE UV

more transparency     
            more water ice



200.000km, 1 km/pixel

WAVES THROUGH 
THE RING

ENCKE GAP IN A 
RING BY THE 
MOON PAN



MOON - RING INTERACTIONStörungen der Ringteilchen durch MondeStörungen der Ringteilchen durch Monde
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ring particles

! = 3" #a0
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!

(Julian & Toomre 1966, Lin & Papaloizou 1979)

außen

innen

moon causes
gap and changes

eccentricity
of ring particles

calculation/
discovery of 

small embedded
moons by 
analysing

ring waves



DENSITY WAVES IN THE RING



WAVES IN THE UV



UV STAR OCCULTATION



RING PLANE CROSSING



F RING WITH SHEPHERD MOONS
PROMETEUS AND PANDORA



F RING
SHEPHERD MOON PROMETHEUS (102 KM)



SHADOW OF EPIMETHEUS



MOON DAPHNIS (8 KM) ON INCLINED ORBIT WITHIN 
THE 42-KILOMETER WIDE KEELER GAP (A RING)

1500 m tall = 150xthickness





NEON LASSO
CHARGED PARTICLES STRIKE THE HYDROGEN ATMOSPHERE



HEXAGON AT THE POLE



IAPETUS - DICHOTOMY
EVAPORATION OF WATER ICE ON LEADING SIDE (MICROMETEOROID IMPACTS)





MANY MANY MORE ...

Titan lakes
Titan dunes
Rhea ring

Radiation belts
MAPS in-situ results



LAKES AND DUNES - TITAN



HUYGENS



COMPARE EARTH - TITAN



MODEL OF TITAN‘S ATMOSPHERE



HUYGENS
PROBE (ESA)

Titan atmosphere,
winds, composition,
temp., pressures,...

Separation - 25. dec 2004
Titan atms entry: 14. Jan 2005
entry angle : 65° (+/- 3°)
entry speed : 6.1 km/s
peak decceleration : 10-19 g
peak heating : 500-1500 kW/m^2
decent time : 2:30 h





HUYGENS LANDING SITE



METHANE
SOURCES?



PREDICTION AND MEASUREMENTS OF TITAN‘S 
ATMOSPHERE : GOOD AGREEMENT





ACCELEROMETER AT LANDING



HUYGENS LANDING SCENARIOS



TITAN SURFACE
PREDICTION AND REALITY



SCIENCE PLANNING !
EXAMPLE : CIRS



OBSERVATION PLANNING



ROCKING CASSINI: DUST DYNAMICS



DUST DENSITY
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The E-Ring

Comparison : Optical measurements



• Size: 499 km

• Density: 1600 kg/m3

• 70 km Ice Crust on 
Rocky Core

Enceladus : Source of 
ice grains (E ring)



ENCELADUS
FLYBY

PLANNING



Ejecta Production

• Gravitationally Bound 
Ejecta Populate Cloud

• Some Ejecta Escape: 

• Feed Rings

• Mass Loss 
Mechanism

Meteoroid Impacts Splash up 
Ejecta

Sremcevic et al., Icarus, 2005

Mass Yield ~ 4000
Koschny & Grün, Icarus, 2001; Krivov et al., Icarus, 2003



Discovery (MAG, INMS, CDA):
South Pole Ice Geysers

Fitting combinations of both contributions with a
consistent E-ring particle background to the data,
and requiring that no second peak develops in the
rate at the closest approach, we can estimate the
maximal strength of the impactor-ejecta dust
creation at Enceladus relative to that of the south
pole source (Fig. 1B). From this fit (HRD data
for Rp 9 2 mm), we can infer the rate of particles
larger than 2 mm emitted by the south pole
source and escaping the moon_s gravity to
amount to 5 ! 1012 particles s–1, whereas the
impactor-ejecta mechanism would produce at
most 1012 such particles s–1. These numbers
correspond to an escaping mass of at least 0.2
kg s–1, assuming Rp 0 2 mm for all grains. For
an extended size distribution, this rate may
extend to kilograms per second. The E-ring
particle background, which is naturally contained
in the HRD data, has been simulated, following
the motion of particles subject to gravity and
perturbation forces (18, 19), until they are lost in
collisions with Enceladus, other E-ring moons, or
the main rings. A self-consistent combination of
the simulated dust populations is in reasonable
agreement with the observed HRD rate (Fig. 1B).

A differential particle size distribution in-
ferred from the data of both HRD sensors fits to a
power law n (Rp) º Rp

a with a slope a È j3

that remains almost constant during the flyby
(Fig. 1C). This near constance of the exponent
indicates that the dynamics of larger grains is

Fig. 2. Side view of a simulated
dust plume at Enceladus’ south
pole. Contours of equal column
particle density are shown in a
Cartesian frame fixed at the
center of the moon. The brightest
contour denotes 107 particles per
m2, the column density dropping
by one-half from level to level.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of
the CDA data to simu-
lations. (A) Particle den-
sity in the plane of
Cassini’s trajectory esti-
mated from simulations,
darker shades referring
to a higher density. The
impactor-ejecta process
(left) leads to a more
symmetric dust cloud,
whereas a localized source
at the south pole of the
moon (right) shows a
strong asymmetry. Circles
denote the intersection of
the plane with the Hill
sphere of gravitational in-
fluence, and the normal
projection of the moon’s
center (not in that plane)
is marked by a cross sym-
bol. Cassini’s trajectory is
plotted as a dash-dotted
or dashed line, respective-
ly. The central plot shows
the count rates predicted
by the simulations com-
puted along the actual
spacecraft trajectory, both
normalized to the peak
rate of the data shown
in histogram mode. (B)
The sum of the rates de-
rived from the two sim-
ulations and the simulated E-ring background, normalized to the
observed peak rate. The maximal strength of the impactor-ejecta process
relative to that of the south pole source is chosen in a way that no
secondary peak develops in the combined rate near the closest approach.

(C) The slopes of the differential size distribution n (Rp) º Rp
a versus

time to the closest approach. The increase of a for t 9 4 min is due to a
maneuver of Cassini and the related change in the instrument’s
boresight.
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Dust Cloud

Fitting combinations of both contributions with a
consistent E-ring particle background to the data,
and requiring that no second peak develops in the
rate at the closest approach, we can estimate the
maximal strength of the impactor-ejecta dust
creation at Enceladus relative to that of the south
pole source (Fig. 1B). From this fit (HRD data
for Rp 9 2 mm), we can infer the rate of particles
larger than 2 mm emitted by the south pole
source and escaping the moon_s gravity to
amount to 5 ! 1012 particles s–1, whereas the
impactor-ejecta mechanism would produce at
most 1012 such particles s–1. These numbers
correspond to an escaping mass of at least 0.2
kg s–1, assuming Rp 0 2 mm for all grains. For
an extended size distribution, this rate may
extend to kilograms per second. The E-ring
particle background, which is naturally contained
in the HRD data, has been simulated, following
the motion of particles subject to gravity and
perturbation forces (18, 19), until they are lost in
collisions with Enceladus, other E-ring moons, or
the main rings. A self-consistent combination of
the simulated dust populations is in reasonable
agreement with the observed HRD rate (Fig. 1B).

A differential particle size distribution in-
ferred from the data of both HRD sensors fits to a
power law n (Rp) º Rp

a with a slope a È j3

that remains almost constant during the flyby
(Fig. 1C). This near constance of the exponent
indicates that the dynamics of larger grains is

Fig. 2. Side view of a simulated
dust plume at Enceladus’ south
pole. Contours of equal column
particle density are shown in a
Cartesian frame fixed at the
center of the moon. The brightest
contour denotes 107 particles per
m2, the column density dropping
by one-half from level to level.
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the CDA data to simu-
lations. (A) Particle den-
sity in the plane of
Cassini’s trajectory esti-
mated from simulations,
darker shades referring
to a higher density. The
impactor-ejecta process
(left) leads to a more
symmetric dust cloud,
whereas a localized source
at the south pole of the
moon (right) shows a
strong asymmetry. Circles
denote the intersection of
the plane with the Hill
sphere of gravitational in-
fluence, and the normal
projection of the moon’s
center (not in that plane)
is marked by a cross sym-
bol. Cassini’s trajectory is
plotted as a dash-dotted
or dashed line, respective-
ly. The central plot shows
the count rates predicted
by the simulations com-
puted along the actual
spacecraft trajectory, both
normalized to the peak
rate of the data shown
in histogram mode. (B)
The sum of the rates de-
rived from the two sim-
ulations and the simulated E-ring background, normalized to the
observed peak rate. The maximal strength of the impactor-ejecta process
relative to that of the south pole source is chosen in a way that no
secondary peak develops in the combined rate near the closest approach.

(C) The slopes of the differential size distribution n (Rp) º Rp
a versus

time to the closest approach. The increase of a for t 9 4 min is due to a
maneuver of Cassini and the related change in the instrument’s
boresight.
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Fitting combinations of both contributions with a
consistent E-ring particle background to the data,
and requiring that no second peak develops in the
rate at the closest approach, we can estimate the
maximal strength of the impactor-ejecta dust
creation at Enceladus relative to that of the south
pole source (Fig. 1B). From this fit (HRD data
for Rp 9 2 mm), we can infer the rate of particles
larger than 2 mm emitted by the south pole
source and escaping the moon_s gravity to
amount to 5 ! 1012 particles s–1, whereas the
impactor-ejecta mechanism would produce at
most 1012 such particles s–1. These numbers
correspond to an escaping mass of at least 0.2
kg s–1, assuming Rp 0 2 mm for all grains. For
an extended size distribution, this rate may
extend to kilograms per second. The E-ring
particle background, which is naturally contained
in the HRD data, has been simulated, following
the motion of particles subject to gravity and
perturbation forces (18, 19), until they are lost in
collisions with Enceladus, other E-ring moons, or
the main rings. A self-consistent combination of
the simulated dust populations is in reasonable
agreement with the observed HRD rate (Fig. 1B).

A differential particle size distribution in-
ferred from the data of both HRD sensors fits to a
power law n (Rp) º Rp

a with a slope a È j3

that remains almost constant during the flyby
(Fig. 1C). This near constance of the exponent
indicates that the dynamics of larger grains is

Fig. 2. Side view of a simulated
dust plume at Enceladus’ south
pole. Contours of equal column
particle density are shown in a
Cartesian frame fixed at the
center of the moon. The brightest
contour denotes 107 particles per
m2, the column density dropping
by one-half from level to level.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of
the CDA data to simu-
lations. (A) Particle den-
sity in the plane of
Cassini’s trajectory esti-
mated from simulations,
darker shades referring
to a higher density. The
impactor-ejecta process
(left) leads to a more
symmetric dust cloud,
whereas a localized source
at the south pole of the
moon (right) shows a
strong asymmetry. Circles
denote the intersection of
the plane with the Hill
sphere of gravitational in-
fluence, and the normal
projection of the moon’s
center (not in that plane)
is marked by a cross sym-
bol. Cassini’s trajectory is
plotted as a dash-dotted
or dashed line, respective-
ly. The central plot shows
the count rates predicted
by the simulations com-
puted along the actual
spacecraft trajectory, both
normalized to the peak
rate of the data shown
in histogram mode. (B)
The sum of the rates de-
rived from the two sim-
ulations and the simulated E-ring background, normalized to the
observed peak rate. The maximal strength of the impactor-ejecta process
relative to that of the south pole source is chosen in a way that no
secondary peak develops in the combined rate near the closest approach.

(C) The slopes of the differential size distribution n (Rp) º Rp
a versus

time to the closest approach. The increase of a for t 9 4 min is due to a
maneuver of Cassini and the related change in the instrument’s
boresight.
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Spahn et al., Science, 311, 2006
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Geyser Grains Slower Than 
Escape Speed
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Snow on Enceladus !

Kempf et al., 2009



Water + Rocky Core

Water Dissolves Akali Salts
Zolotov, Geophys. Res. Lett., 34, 2007

Ice Grains Should be Salty!

Salty icy grains : Direct Evidence for Subsurface Liquid Water Reservoir
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Results from Dust Measurements:
Enceladus Ocean

„Soda“ Ocean 

Rich in Carbonates

Salinity ~1% (Earth 1...4%)

Postberg et al., Nature, 2009

pH ~ 9
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